
Wine party experiences 
Perfect for Birthdays or Hen Parties where a relaxed, interactive wine 

tasting with games, quizzes and challenges can be the perfect ice-breaker. 
Alternatively it's a fantastic night in with friends, no excuse required! 

Based near Epsom, Wine Confidence covers Surrey and SW London**. 
Pricing is based on a group cost for up to 10 people. 

Larger groups can be costed upon request. 

STANDARD TASTING £200*  A fun, interactive 
tasting of six wines based on one of our Tasting 
Themes (see overleaf) 

BUILD YOUR OWN £225*  Tell us about two of 
your favourite or usual wine choices and Wine 
Confidence will create a completely bespoke 
tasting for you based on stylistic alternatives to 
each, across a variety of different price levels.  

WINE & CHEESE £225*  Learn the principles of 
matching wines and cheeses with six 
delicious wine and cheese pairings 

WINE & CHOCOLATE £225*  A memorably 
indulgent session of matching different styles of 
chocolate with the perfect wine partners 

SPARKLING £260* The perfect treat for fans of 
bubbles, comparing Champagne, Cava, Prosecco 
and other sparkling wine styles. 

*Venue and temporary licensing costs not included, please 
confirm exact details for bespoke costings.
**Mileage charge may apply beyond 10 miles of KT17 
Over 18s only.  www.wineconfidence.co.uk for full T&Cs

Contact deborah@wineconfidence.co.uk 07505 013906 
to make a booking enquiry.

www.wineconfidence.co.uk



Wine Party Tasting Themes 
Choose from one of the following when you

book a Standard Tasting 
 Introduction to wine tasting 

With samples of contrasting wine styles we'll cover the basics of how and why 
we assess wine, how to know if a wine is faulty and what can influence a 
particular style. Can also be tailored to cover just whites or reds. 

Aromatic whites 
If you like Sauvignon Blanc... Building on the popularity of what is currently 
the UK's top selling white grape variety and showcasing other, lesser-known 
aromatic white wines to appeal to fans of deliciously crisp, zesty white wines. 

Chardonnay-phobia 
One of the UK's best-selling grape varieties yet often somewhat 
misunderstood. Our Chardonnay-phobia tasting will demonstrate how much 
more this noble variety has to offer. 

Ravishing Rosés 
Not just for summer. When it comes to thinking pink there is a surprising 
range of tastes and flavours to pick from. From easy-drinking to dry, savoury 
styles there is a rosé to suit any palate. 

Wine wars 
Compare and contrast a pair of grape varieties and decide for yourself who 
your victor is. Choose your grape battle from: Pinot Grigio vs Riesling, Shiraz 
vs Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot Noir vs Merlot. 

Grape superheroes 
Focus on a particular grape variety with contrasting wine styles from different 
regions. List of grapes available on request. 

*Venue and temporary licensing costs not included, please 
confirm exact details for bespoke costings.
**Mileage charge may apply beyond 10 miles of KT17 
Over 18s only.  www.wineconfidence.co.uk for full T&Cs

Contact deborah@wineconfidence.co.uk 07505 013906 
to make a booking enquiry.


